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Abstract. Ambient intelligence (AmI) is intrinsically and thoroughly connected with artificial intelligence (AI). Some even say
that it is, in essence, AI in the environment. AI, on the other hand, owes its success to the phenomenal development of the
information and communication technologies (ICTs), based on principles such as Moore’s law. In this paper we give an overview
of the progress in AI and AmI interconnected with ICT through information-society laws, superintelligence, and several related
disciplines, such as multi-agent systems and the Semantic Web, ambient assisted living and e-healthcare, AmI for assisting
medical diagnosis, ambient intelligence for e-learning and ambient intelligence for smart cities. Besides a short history and a
description of the current state, the frontiers and the future of AmI and AI are also considered in the paper.
Keywords: Ambient intelligence, artificial intelligence, superintelligence, multi-agent systems, ambient assisted living,
e-healthcare, AI-assisted medical diagnosis

1. Introduction
Intelligence refers to the ability to learn and apply
knowledge in new situations [23]. Artificial is something made by human beings and ambience is something that surrounds us. We also tend to consider ambient intelligence (AmI) to be something artificial; the
phenomena in natural AmI are the subjects of biology
and sociology. The scope of this paper is in humancentric technologies, which require a close alignment
of both humans and artificial intelligence (AI) interacting with the environment. Many AI technologies generated by computers originate from the idea of emulating neurological functions and human intelligence.
Figure 1 depicts some of the application areas of
AmI; it shows some smart and intelligent systems surrounding the user deploying the AI technologies. In
this sense AmI is not a particular technology, but es* Corresponding author. E-mail: matjaz.gams@ijs.si.

sentially an experience of the user with respect to the
service provided by those systems. The cost functions
for optimizing the AmI solutions are usually related
to improving the subjective human experience, which
is only indirectly measurable. Therefore, a successful
application of AI and AmI requires us to select the
best objective/cost functions that meet the subjective
human experience in AmI.
The progress in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Ambient Intelligence (AmI) follows the rules and laws
similar to those in the area of ICT, as described in
Section 2. Many of these principles, such as Moore’s
law, are exponential. Despite some signs indicating
that progress is slowing down, rapid growth is likely
to be maintained for AI and AmI in the foreseeable
future.
Also, as discussed later in Section 3 about superintelligence [81], in recent research, AI has already
reached and surpassed the level of human intelligence
in several tasks, such as games, the so-called superintelligence [81] (see Section 3 for a more thorough
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ing environment. The representation of meaning and
knowledge of the environment require semantic models of entities, activities and their relations. In Section 5
we will give an overview of the software agent and
knowledge-based technologies that are required to link
computational intelligence to human-centric smart environments.
The subsequent sections deal with specific areas of
AI closely related to AmI: ambient assisted living and
e-healthcare in Section 6, AmI for assisting medical diagnosis in Section 7, AmI for e-learning in Section 8,
and AmI for smart cities in Section 9. Finally, in Section 10, a discussion and summary will be provided.

Fig. 1. Application areas of ambient intelligence (own source).

description), whereas AmI is a seemingly less challenging task. On the other hand, through embodiment,
embedding and interactions with humans, super-AmI
might emerge even faster than superintelligence. Indeed, some researchers in the field prefer to use the
terminology Computational Intelligence (CI) – for instance, in IEEE publications [40] – over artificial intelligence (AI). In this paper we will adopt the terminology “superintelligence” that is related to AI and AmI
technologies alike.
The embedding of AI in the natural environment
around a user requires the rapid development of advanced technologies in electrical and software engineering. Several advances have been made in the
decades after the Handbook of Ambient Intelligence
and Smart Environments [51] was published. We will
describe some of the main developments and trends in
enabling technologies in Section 4. We will also describe some ideas, including the services around the
Internet of Things, enabled by the universal cloud connectivity provided by the emerging mobile radio standards [50].
While the communication links in the AmI network
shown Fig. 1 are important, this paper will focus on the
several main applications, i.e., the nodes of the AmI
network, while leaving the communication issue in the
AmI system to other review papers in this special issue.
The applications of AI in smart environments have
encountered different challenges, for example, the task
of recognizing the context that surrounds the user (detailed in several subsequent sections). The human centricity of AmI requires that the computational intelligence is closely bound to the needs and goals of the
user and that the learning takes place in a rich liv-

2. Information society fosters AI and AmI
The main hypothesis is that AI and AmI are two
closely related disciplines, both heavily dependent on
the development of the information society, and both
strongly influencing human development. To better understand the driving forces that support and proliferate
the future development of AI and AmI, we briefly review the information-society laws, as one of the indicators of the past and the future.
An information society [27] is a society where the
creation, distribution, use, integration and manipulation of information is a central economic, political and
cultural activity. Its main drivers are digital information and communication technologies (ICTs), which
have resulted in an information explosion and are profoundly changing all aspects of our society. The information society has succeeded the industrial society and
might lead to the knowledge or intelligent society.
The explosive growth of information can be demonstrated with a variety of data. For example, the world’s
technological capacity to store information grew during the period from 1986 to 2007 at a sustained annual rate of 25%. The world’s capacity to compute
information grew from 3.0 × 108 MIPS in 1986 to
6.4 × 1012 MIPS in 2007, experiencing a growth rate
of over 60% per year for the past two decades [39].
This progress resulted in a huge boost for human civilization, as demonstrated by the rapid growth in the
number of Internet users (see Fig. 1).
The progress of the information society can also be
presented through several information-society laws or
computing laws [75]. There are several important laws
shared by ICT, AI and AmI, for example, Moore’s law,
Kryder’s law, Keck’s law and Makimoto’s law, among
many others.
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Moore’s law can be employed for the growth of the
capabilities of electronic devices, e.g., chips, which
is exponential; the number of transistors in a dense
integrated circuit doubles about every 2 years. This
has been valid for half a century [75,79]. Kryder’s
law can be employed when, for example, disk capacity grows exponentially, even faster than Moore’s law
[62]. Keck’s law (similar to Gilder’s law) can be employed when, for example, communication capabilities
(actual traffic) grow exponentially. It was successfully
used to predict the trends for data rates in optical fibres in the past four decades [37]. Makimoto’s law can
be used, for example, for a 10-year cycle between research and standardization, meaning that one can predict future commercial capabilities by looking into today’s research facilities [75].
It is worth mentioning that there are many more related laws [28]. They present the core properties of
progress in past decades and also provide good indications for the near future. The laws themselves, the
number of associated rules and the consequences are
fascinating. For example, the total production of semiconductor devices equates to one transistor per one
metre of our galaxy’s diameter and billions of transistors per one star in our galaxy. The calculation is based
on the data [75] that transistor production reached
2.5 × 1020 in 2014, which is 250 billion billion. In
comparison, our Milky Way galaxy has a diameter
between 100,000 and 180,000 light years, it contains
100–400 billion stars and 100 billion planets. Incidentally, there are also around 100 billion neurons in our
heads, according to numerous reports.
In recent years there were several reports stating that
the use of exponential laws in the information society,
such as Moore’s or Keck’s law, is slowing down since
we are approaching the physical limits. Although there
are hard limitations in many processes, in particular for
the exponential ones, we do not need to jump to conclusions. For example, consider the share of Internet
users in the population: Fig. 2 not only indicates the
rapid growth, but also the upper limit of 100%. However, even in the extreme scenario when the whole population uses the Internet, there could still be a growing
number of devices and intelligent systems using the Internet, thus increasing the absolute number of overall
users. This limit seems to be far above the total number
of human users.
Similarly, warnings about the progress of ICs beginning to stall have been issued for years. But Moore’s
law has been relatively stable over decades, with an
annual gain in chip capacities of 50%, even though
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Fig. 2. Internet users per 100 inhabitants 1997 to 2007; ICT Data
and Statistics (IDS), International Telecommunication Union (ITU).
Retrieved 25 May 2015. Archived 17 May 2015 at the Wayback Machine.

several partial Moore’s laws already ended [19]. What
happened is that when one method to increase the
chip’s performance started saturating, another one immediately followed, which successfully follows the
overall prediction of Moore’s law. An example would
be designing larger chips with more layers when the
technology of one chip became stonewalled. Even
though several limitations were already reached, there
are several new possibilities to continue, following
the predictive trends from Moore’s law for several
decades, such as new technologies, including quantum computing or 3D connecting chips with sensors or
sophisticated algorithms. There are always optimists
and pessimists, but even in the worst scenario, the
progress will just be slowing down, far from coming to
an abrupt end.
What is certain is that IC technologies have significantly spurred human progress and that this progress
will continue at a roughly similar pace in the decades
to come. This progress has and will largely influence
the progress of AI and AmI.

3. Relations between AI and AmI, super-AI and
super-AmI
AI, also called machine intelligence (MI), is the intelligence demonstrated by machines, in contrast to
the natural intelligence (NI) displayed by humans and
other animals. AI, therefore, implements human cognitive functions such as perceiving, processing input
from the environment and learning. Whenever intelli-
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gence is demonstrated by machines in the surrounding
environment, it is referred to as ambient intelligence.
Due to its focus on humans and the environment, AmI
represents far more than just a huge number of AI application areas; rather it is a network of different areas
(See Fig. 1).
Under the AmI framework, AI research can be regarded as AmI-oriented from its core since it is often
characterized as the study of intelligent agents [78]. An
intelligent agent therein is a system that perceives its
environment and takes actions to improve its chance of
success [59]. (See Section 5 for more details of intelligent agents.)
The birth year of AI is now generally accepted as
1956, with the Dartmouth conference, where John McCarthy defined the terminology of Artificial Intelligence. In Europe, several researchers recognize the paper [73] of Alan Turing, published in 1950, as the
start of AI. However, while the concept was the same,
the terminology in the 1950 paper was Machine Intelligence (MI). Whatever the case, Alan Turing is regarded by many as the founding father of computer
science due to his seminal contributions, including
the halting problem, the Turing test, the Turing machine, and the decoding of Hitler’s Enigma machine
that helped to end the war more quickly and thus saved
millions of human lives [58].
Whereas AI and AmI have seen their share of overoptimism and corresponding over-criticism, the overall, and the recent, progress corresponds to the exponential growth of the information-society laws. Each
year there are scores of new achievements attracting
worldwide attention in academia, gaming, industry and
real life. For example, autonomous vehicles are constantly improving, and they are being introduced into
more and more countries, whereas IoT, smart homes
and smart cities are at the centre of current research.
AI and AmI are everywhere, and they are already
making a big impact on our everyday lives. Together,
they make around 100 trillion decisions a day. Smartphones, cars, banks, houses and cities all use artificial
intelligence on a daily basis. We are probably aware of
it when we use Siri, Google or Alexa to get directions
to the nearest petrol station or to order a pizza. More
often though, users are not aware that they are using
intelligent services, e.g., when they make a purchase
by credit card with a system in the background checking for potential fraud, or when an intelligent agent in
a smart home regulates user-specific comfort.
How big and complex the research efforts in AI and
AmI have become is even evident from a quick look at

a basic teaching book for universities [59]. Each of the
chapters in the book is represented in detail in several
additional books and courses at top universities.
Similar progress can be seen from the trend at recent annual IJCAI conferences [41]: in 2009, 1291 papers were submitted to the IJCAI conference, in 2016
there were 2,294 papers in New York, 2,540 papers in
Melbourne were reviewed in 2017, and 37% more appeared in Stockholm in 2018.
Amazing progress has been demonstrated, for example, in chess, where humans have been playing
the game for 1500 years, and computers’ domination
was first demonstrated in 1997. In 2018, AlphaZero
learned only from the formal rules of the game, and
just for 4 hours, and displayed superior performance
to Stockfish, which won several championships. AlphaZero played the first 100-game match with 28 wins,
72 draws, and zero losses. One of the comments after
this performance is attributed to the grandmaster Peter
Heine Nielsen speaking to the BBC: “I always wondered how it would be if a superior species landed on
Earth and showed us how they played chess. Now I
know.”
When fed with huge numbers of examples and with
fine-tuned parameters, AI methods and in particular
deep neural networks (DNNs) regularly beat the best
human experts in increasing numbers of artificial and
real-life tasks [41], such as diagnosing tissue in several diseases. There are other everyday tasks, e.g., the
recognition of faces from a picture, where DNNs recognize hundreds of faces in seconds, a result no human can match. Figure 3 demonstrates the progress of
DNNs in visual tasks: around 2015 the visual recognition in specific domains was comparable to humans;
now it has surpassed humans quite significantly in several visual tests. Of relevance to human-reserved applications, DNNs are currently starting to break the
CAPTCHA test – a simple, yet a widely applied,
method to differentiate between software agents and

Fig. 3. Error of DNNs on ImageNet competition over time. Source:
devblogs.nvidia.com.
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humans. These methods are directly applicable in the
AmI fields, enabling rapid growth in particular areas
like taking care of the elderly, smart devices, homes
and cities. For example, in one of the core areas in AmI
research, human-activity recognition, the application
of deep-learning algorithms has been popular in recent
years, see [40,51,82,83].
DNNs make it possible to solve several practical
tasks in real life, such as detecting cancer [17,31,32,
84] or Alzheimer’s [9,60,61]. Furthermore, DNN studies of facial properties can reveal several diseases, sexual orientation, IQ, and political preferences. When
shown five photos of a man, a recent system was able
to correctly select the man’s sexuality 91 percent of the
time, while humans were able to perform the same task
with less than 70% accuracy [46]. While these achievements might seem unrelated to the field of AmI, it is
quite the contrary – one of the essential tasks of AmI
is to detect the physical, mental, emotional and other
states of a user. In real life, it is important to provide
the user with the comfort required at a particular moment without demanding tedious instructions.
Each year, more and more tasks are reported where
humans are bypassed by AI (or computers). The phenomenon is termed “superintelligence,” often related
to the singularity theory [47]. The seminal work for
super-intelligence is quite probably Bostrom’s “Superintelligence: Paths, Dangers, Strategies” [13]. Another interesting, more technically oriented, viewpoint
is presented in the book “Artificial Superintelligence:
A Futuristic Approach” by R. V. Yampolskiy [81].
Superintelligence can be applied to a particular domain like chess, or to more general tasks when AI
will likely challenge human society for supremacy in
the world. This led to the world’s engineering leaders, like Elon Musk, Bill Gates and the late Stephen
Hawking, to write the Open Letter on Artificial Intelligence in 2015, warning about the power, potential
benefits, threats as well as pitfalls if AI is misused.
The AI (and related fields, e.g., robotics) community
reacted by establishing a StopKillerRobots movement
that has 27 countries endorsing it. The European Parliament passed a resolution on September 12, 2018,
calling for an international ban on lethal autonomous
weapons systems.
Another milestone was the acceptance of the 4
Asilomar’s principles defined at The Future of Life Institute’s second BAI conference on the future of AI organized in January 2017 [3]. The opinion of the BAI
2017 attendees and the world-wide AI community is
widely held: “a major change is coming, over unknown
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timescales but across every segment of society, and the
people playing a part in that transition have a huge responsibility and opportunity to shape it for the best.”
Therefore, a list of principles was designed to provide
positive directions for future AI research.
In reality, AI has already provided useful tools that
are employed every day by people all around the
world. Its continued development, guided by the principles above, will offer amazing opportunities to help
and empower people in the decades and centuries
ahead. No wonder that AI is also the battleground
for dominance among the world’s major powers [49].
However, there seems to be several obstacles to overcome before AI reaches overall superintelligence,
among others the lack of multiple interactive reasoning
[29] or general intelligence [59].
It is quite interesting that the term superintelligence
was not immediately followed by the super-ambientintelligence (SAmI). Indeed, many AmI tasks are in
a way similar to optimization tasks, where for a long
time computers have far surpassed human experts.
Therefore, SAmI might appear even before the elementary superintelligence itself, whereas superintelligence will almost directly elevate SAmI. Not to mention that all bans, such as on autonomous weapons and
the other superintelligence concepts and activities, are
strongly connected to SAmI, and often much more. For
example, when taking care of humans and dealing with
the environment, the user must not only survive but
feel as comfortable as possible, thus AmI must have in
mind other criteria like energy consumption or safety.
In addition, while hostile superintelligence in movies
often escapes in the Web, in reality, SAmI would escape even more easily in the environment of smart devices, homes and cities. Unfortunately, no book about
SAmI was published so far, somehow indicating that
we might be sloppy when dealing with SI and SAmI.

4. Ambient intelligence
The first of several sections of the paper is used
to define AI, the AmI background and the dilemmas faced. Indeed, AmI shares its progress with the
progress of IC technologies and AI, spurring it on its
own from time to time. For example, one is related to a
side effect of the information society – an information
overload because of computers and electronic devices
being faster by a factor of a million to a billion when
basic information tasks such as computation or storing
information are concerned. As a result, we do not want
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to deal with electronic devices when everyday tasks are
involved, for example, when controlling home appliances. We prefer to set guidelines and let the AmI take
care of it – including the control and execution.
Ambient intelligence refers to electronic environments that are sensitive and responsive to the presence
of people. The term was originally developed in the
late 1990s by Eli Zelkha and his team at Palo Alto
Ventures [2], and was later extended to the environment without people as well: “In an ambient intelligence world, devices work in concert to support people
in carrying out their everyday life activities, tasks and
rituals in an easy, natural way using information and
intelligence that is hidden in the network connecting
these devices (for example The Internet of Things).”
A modern definition was delivered by Juan Carlos
Augusto and McCullagh [6]: “Ambient Intelligence is
a multi-disciplinary approach which aims to enhance
the way environments and people interact with each
other. The ultimate goal of the area is to make the
places we live and work in more beneficial to us. Smart
Homes is one example of such systems, but the idea
can also be used about hospitals, public transport, factories, and other environments.”
AmI is aligned with the concept of the “disappearing computer” [65,76]. The AmI field is very closely
related to pervasive computing and ubiquitous computing, and also to context awareness, and human-centric
computer interaction design. Among the most important properties of AmI systems we can find:
• embedded: devices are integrated into the environment; they are “invisible”.
• context-aware: they recognize a user, possibly
also the current state of the user and the situational context.
• personalized: they are often tailored to the user’s
needs.
• adaptive: AmI systems change their performance
in response to changes in the user’s physical or
mental state.
• anticipatory: they can anticipate user’s desires
without conscious mediation.
• unobtrusive: discrete, not providing anything but
the necessary information about the user to other
devices and humans.
• non-invasive: they do not demand any action from
the user, rather they act on their own.
In the light of these features, several contributions
related to the JAISE journal can be incorporated, for
example:

• Ambient intelligence: Technologies, applications,
and opportunities [21].
• Ambient intelligence – the next step for artificial
intelligence [57].
• Handbook of Ambient Intelligence and Smart Environments [51].
These are seminal works contributing to the field of
AmI, accompanied by several others [5].
In the following sections, several areas especially
important for AI and AmI are analysed, starting with
agents and the Semantic Web.

5. When multi-agent systems meet the semantic
web: Representing agents’ knowledge in AmI
scenarios
The concept of a software agent is based on representing an autonomous entity in a computer program
that is embedded in a specific environment for the
intelligent management of complex problems, probably interacting with other agents. This idea has given
rise to the definition of multi-agent systems (MAS)
[44,77,80]. These systems aim to coordinate the various actors within them and to integrate their particular goals into a common objective. MAS applications
cover different situations: the management of problems whose elements are physically distributed; when
the solution to solve a problem consists of using heterogeneous knowledge that is maintained by different
agents, etc.
A traditional problem in developing MAS lies in
finding a common way to represent the knowledge
these agents share. One of the most commonly used
alternatives in the past 10 years to solve this problem
is the adoption of ontologies to express the domain information the agents are working on.
In a nutshell, an ontology allows us to formally define the terms and relationships that comprise the vocabulary of a domain along with a series of operators
to combine both elements [36]. Once defined, the vocabulary is shared by all the agents and used by them
to make specific statements about the domain. Thus, an
agent using the ontology of that domain can interpret
any statement made with that vocabulary.
With the rise of the Semantic Web, technologies
to define and manage ontologies such as languages,
standards, reasoners, etc. have increased considerably.
The original idea of the Semantic Web concentrates
on the services available on the Internet being carried
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out through intelligent agents that are capable of processing information on the Web, reasoning with it and
interacting with other agents and services to satisfy
the requirements imposed by users [10]. Currently, the
combination of MAS and Semantic Web technologies
is presented as an alternative to manage knowledge,
not only at the Web layer but at a more general scale
where systems and organizations need to understand
their domain and reason about it to act intelligently
[11].
Next, let us review some relevant papers published
in JAISE that have dealt with the integration of MAS
and Semantic Web technologies and the fields of AmI
where such proposals have been applied.
Regarding the representation of knowledge in MAS
for general purposes, one of the first works published
in the journal is the paper by Daoutis et al. [22]. They
propose augmenting perceptual data gathered from different sensors using ontologies that define concepts
such as location, spatial relations, colours, etc. As a result, symbolic and meaningful information is obtained
from the environment. Moreover, they use commonsense reasoning to reason about the elements in the
environment. This knowledge-representation model
is embedded into a smart environment called PEISHOME. The top level of this system is presented as an
agent that can communicate with other artificial agents
and humans on the conceptual level using the symbolic
information represented by ontologies.
Another proposal by Nguyen et al. [52] describes
a framework called PlaceComm to collect and share
knowledge about the concept “place” as a key abstraction. An ontology named the Place-Based Virtual
Community is developed to represent common concepts for any place: context, time, device, activity, service, etc. A MAS is used in this framework to gather
different types of data, such as context and user information. The agents use the ontology to exchange information within the system. Several applications are presented as a proof of concept, as applications to guide
the user in a place or to pose queries about the people
in a place.
Following a similar approach, Pantsar-Syväniemi
et al. [54] introduce an adaptive framework to develop smart-environment applications. This work provides generic ontologies to represent context, security and performance management, and therefore it is
possible to reuse knowledge by separating these ontologies from domain ontologies. The ontologies are
connected to applications through rules. To achieve
adaptivity, the authors propose a context-aware micro-
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architecture based on three agents, i.e., context monitoring, context reasoning, and context-based adaptation agents.
In a more recent work by Ayala et al. [7], a MAS
is introduced for managing the development of the Internet of Things (IoT) systems. The authors provide
an agent platform called Sol to deal with IoT requirements such as the diversity of heterogeneous devices
and communication among devices regardless of the
technologies and protocols supported by such devices.
The agents’ knowledge is represented by using an ontology named SolManagementOntology, which contains concepts such as service, agent profile, group of
agents, etc. This ontology aims to represent the information of the IoT system that is managed and exchanged in the agent platform. As a proof of concept
the authors show the performance of the Sol platform
in an intelligent-museum scenario.
Finally, it is worth mentioning the survey by Preuveneers and Novais [56] on software-engineering practices for the development of applications in AmI.
In this survey the authors include relevant works on
the representation of knowledge through ontologies
in MAS along with their reasoning capabilities. They
identify the adoption of these multi-agent systems as a
compelling alternative for developing middleware solutions that are necessary in AmI applications.
Shifting now to works devoted to the use of MAS
based on semantic technologies for specific AmI applications and services, the fields most frequently related
to these works are those of human-centric applications,
smart spaces, health, security and reputation.
One of the most productive areas of work has to do
with human-centric applications. T. Bosse et al. [12]
propose an agent-based framework to study human
behaviour and its dynamics in a variety of domains,
from driving activities to the assistance of naval operations. This framework is composed of several levels,
ranging from the agent-interaction level to the individual agent-design level. In this work not only are human states (physical and mental) and behaviours represented using ontologies, but also the agents’ internal processes (beliefs, facts, actions) are defined in this
manner. Another work focused on studying human interactions with the environment is that by Dourlens et
al. [24]. Here, the authors utilize semantic agents in the
form of Web services to compose ad-hoc architectures
capable of acting with the environment. The agents
are empowered with four abilities: perception, by using input Web services; understanding, by fusing different sources of information; decision, by reasoning
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on the available information; and action, by using output Web services. The agents’ knowledge (here called
the Agent’s memory) is composed of three ontologies
that represent events in the environment and their models, including meta-models to represent the relationships among the events. These ontologies are not only
used to store agents’ knowledge, but also as part of the
content of the agents’ communication language. The
authors apply their system to daily-activities scenarios for monitoring and assisting elderly and disabled
people. More specific work on the modelling of human activity within a smart home is presented by Ni
et al. [53]. This model is composed of three ontologies to represent user information, smart-home context
and activity daily living processes. Moreover, the authors adopt an upper-level ontology called DOLCE +
DnS Ultralite to achieve the integration with domainspecific ontologies to offer interoperability with other
smart-home applications. The concept of the agent is
modelled to represent both the human user or the artificial agent’s profile and the static information.
The research line on smart spaces has also been
studied as a practical field to apply the integration of
MAS and Semantic Web technologies. For instance,
Gravier et al. [35] study the management of semantic
conflicts among agents in open environments. Such environments produce unpredictable and unreliable data,
which may end by generating contradictory knowledge
in the agents. In this work, the authors present an automatic approach to coping with conflicts in the OWL
ontologies that represent the agents’ knowledge base.
A different work by Stavropoulos et al. [63] focuses
on monitoring and saving energy in the context of a
smart university building. Rule-based agents are integrated into the middleware that monitors the use of
energy in the International Hellenic University. These
agents are capable of behaving both in a reactive and
deliberative manner, based on the knowledge acquired
from the middleware and represented using ontologies and rules. Finally, it is worth mentioning the work
by Campillo-Sanchez et al. [15] where a smart space
is simulated to test context-aware services for smartphones. The authors introduce the UbikMobile architecture that allows the design of simulated environments in a graphical manner. Following an agent-based
social simulation approach, software agents are employed as users to perform automatic tests by interacting with the services developed for smartphones.
Health is another field of research where agents and
Semantic Web technologies have been applied. As an
example, Aziz et al. [8] have developed an agent-based

system to prevent unipolar depression relapse. Several
ontologies have been developed to model the depression process, including the recovery and relapse stages.
Agents’ observations from sensors, agents’ belief base,
and agents’ actions are all modelled using ontologies.
Using this knowledge, a multi-agent system is built to
monitor and reason about the depression status of the
user. Another example can be found in the work of
Kafali et al. [45], which is focused on the management
of diabetes through an intelligent-agent platform called
COMMODITY.
There are also some works related to security and
reputation. Thus, Dovgan et al. [25] investigate the
improvement of user-verification methods through an
agent-based system. Firstly, sensor agents observe entry points and store the gathered data in an ontology. Then, a classification agent uses these data together with the users’ previous behaviours to detect
any possible anomaly and raise the alarm. The ontology shared by these agents allows them to represent concepts such as access points, workers’ and nonworkers’ profiles, different types of sensors (biometric, card reader, video sensors, etc.) as well as events,
actions, types of anomaly, etc. Some examples of use,
such as stolen-card and forged-fingerprint scenarios
are shown as a proof of concept for the system. On
the other hand, Venturini et al. [74] have developed
a reputation system among intelligent agents, named
CALoR (Context-Aware and Location Reputation System), which is mainly based on agents’ spatial and
temporal interactions. The authors represent through
ontologies the concepts related to these features of location and temporality. These ontologies also contain
entities to represent information about recommendation protocols, including action fulfilment and recommendations received from other agents. The agents are
implemented in the JADE platform [43] to show several tests of their reputation system when distance and
temporal information are introduced in intelligent ambient systems.

6. Ambient assisted living and e-healthcare
This section describes one important application
area in AmI. The communication link to the humancentric AmI system is important. However, for the sake
of focusing, we only describe the AI technologies employed.
According to the United Nations [72], population
aging is taking place in nearly all countries of the
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world. It is estimated in [71] that the global share
of elderly people accounted for 11.7% in 2013 and
will continue to grow, reaching 21.1% by 2050. Many
of them choose to live at home, while others live in
care centres for the elderly. However, there is a general shortage of caring personnel. Hence, a great need
emerges for automatic machine-based assistance. Ambient assisted living and e-healthcare may offer intelligent services that give support to people’s daily lives.
An ambient-assisted-living system creates humancentric smart environments that are sensitive, adaptive
and responsive to human needs, habits, gestures and
emotions. The innovative interaction between the human and the surrounding environment makes ambient
intelligence a suitable candidate for care of the elderly
[83].
As shown in Fig. 4, when creating a human-centric
smart environment for assisted living, two of the most
fundamental tasks are to (a) classify normal daily activities; and (b) detect abnormal activities. Examples of
ambient assisted living for the elderly include detecting anomalies like falling, robbery or fire at home, recognizing daily living patterns, and obtaining the statistics associated with various daily activities over time.
Among all the activities, detecting a fall is one of the
topics attracting the most attention, due to the associated risks such as bone fracture, stroke or even death.
Triggering emergency help is often necessary, especially for people who live alone. Many different methods have been developed by exploiting different types
of sensors, e.g., smart watches, sound sensors, wearable motion devices (gyroscopes, speedometers, accelerometers), visual, range and infrared (IR) cameras.
Each sensor has its pros and cons, for example, a wearable device is straightforward; however, it requires reg-

Fig. 4. The key factors for ambient intelligence in assisted living
(from [83]).
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Fig. 5. GUI for a sample assisted-living system that recognizes typical activities of the elderly at home (from [82]).

ular charging and also the elderly can easily forget
to wear them. For video-based technologies there are
some privacy concerns, but they can be solved by nearreal-time feature extraction followed by discarding the
original data, or by replacing depth or IR data where
only the person’s shape is visible. Figure 5 shows the
graphical user interface (GUI) of an RGB-depth videobased activity-classification system for AmI assisted
living [82].
7. AmI for assisting medical diagnosis: Brain
tumours and Alzheimer’s disease
This section describes another AmI application area
that employs AI technologies for computer-assisted
medical diagnosis and telemedicine. AmI in medicine
can be the link between patients/subjects and medical
doctors/personal spread over large distances in different parts of the world through a computer or a communication network. Apart from the communication link
that plays an essential role in this application, AI technologies, especially deep machine-learning methods,
play an important role and may provide doctors with
an assisted diagnosis or a second opinion for many
medical issues. Employing deep-learning methods in
medical diagnostics already shows some promise that
it could surpass what medical doctors can achieve.
For example, by combining MRIs with a biomarker or
molecular information in the training process, the diagnosis of brain-tumour types could possibly be done
without a biopsy quite soon. Such an application of
AmI also makes it possible to exploit medical expertise
remotely in different regions in the world.
For example, machine-learning methods, especially
deep-learning methods, have been used lately for au-
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of [9] proposed a simple, yet effective, 3D convolutional network (3D-CNN) architecture and tested it on
a larger dataset with a training/test set resulting in a
98.74% test accuracy. Further tests on using a subjectbased training/test set partition strategy resulted in a
93.26% test accuracy for AD detection. These examples show that early AD detection is possible with the
help of AI technologies, though much more research is
still needed in this field.
Fig. 6. A 2D convolutional network in combination with the multimodal information fusion of MRI for the grading of brain-tumour
gliomas (from [31]).

tomatically grading brain tumours and estimating their
molecular sub-types without an invasive brain-tissue
biopsy. Several deep-learning/machine-learning methods have been successfully exploited for brain-tumour
gliomas. For example, some of the latest developments
in machine-learning methods for grading gliomas have
resulted in state-of-the-art results. In [31] 2D convolutional neural networks (CNNs) in combination
with multimodal MRI information fusion was proposed, resulting in a test accuracy of 89.9% for gliomas
with/without 1p19q, and of 90.87% for gliomas with
low/high grade (see Fig. 6). In [17] a residual CNN was
proposed in combination with several datasets along
with data augmentation that yielded an IDH prediction
accuracy of 87.6% on the test set. In [32] a 3D multiscale CNN and fusion were used to exploit multiscale features on MRIs with saliency-enhanced tumour
regions that resulted in an 89.47% test accuracy for
low/high-grade gliomas. Finally, [84] proposed using
an SVM classifier on multimodal MRIs for predicting
gliomas with extensive subcategories, like IDH wild,
IDH mutant with TP53 wild/mutate subcategories and
more with relatively good results.
Another example of a machine-learning application is for the early detection of Alzheimer’s disease
(AD), which could provide the possibility of early
treatment that delays the progression of the disease.
With the huge efforts made by the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (http://adni.loni.usc.edu/
about/) and their publicly available dataset, many research works have been proposed on the detection of
AD. Among many others, some examples of the latest
developments of deep-learning methods for AD detection include DeepAD [60], which resulted in a 98.84%
accuracy on a relatively small dataset, by randomly
partitioning the MRI dataset where each subject can
contain several scans in a different time. The authors

8. Ambient intelligence for e-learning
Ambient intelligence has been developed as a new
discipline that is targeted to facilitate the daily activities of all human beings, including a diversity of
assessment schemes, interaction styles, pedagogical
methods, supporting environments and tools, etc. of
the involved learning activities and platforms [4,18,66,
67].
Generally speaking, an AmI-assisted e-learning
platform provides an adaptive and smart learning environment that can respond to the needs of each learner
or learning group. The innovative interaction mechanisms and pedagogical methods between learners and
their supporting e-learning platforms create ample opportunities for AmI techniques to carefully analyse
and categorize the learners’ characteristics and learning needs together with the supporting environments,
tools and other customizable system features to come
up with a more effective or personalized e-learning
platform. In this direction, there are many active research works on learning analytics [67], intelligent tutoring systems [66], collaborative learning platforms
[30], etc.
Learning analytics (LA) [18,26] is an active research area for educators and researchers in the field
of e-learning technologies. Essentially, it can help to
better understand the process of learning and its environments through the measurement, collection and
analysis of learners’ data and context. There are many
existing LA techniques [26]; they are typically computationally expensive, thus making them impractical for
estimating the learner’s real-time responses to course
materials or live presentations on any mobile device
with its relatively low computational power and memory size.
In addition to LA, mobile and sensing technologies have been developing surprisingly fast these days,
with many new features. The usage of mobile devices,
smartphones and tablets is increasing in all walks
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of life. Children and teenagers often find themselves
busily engaged in various activities related to mobile
devices, such as playing games on smartphones, exercising with the Microsoft Kinect [70], or learning
through educational video clips that are streaming onto
their tablets. Given the frequent use of technology,
no matter whether it is inside or outside the classroom, there is an ever-pressing problem: e-Learning
[4] seldom tailors itself to each child, thus making it
more difficult to determine the individual’s true grasp
or understanding of the material being taught. However, AmI or AI methods [11,31,35,38], specifically
for facial feature detection and recognition techniques
[16], are advancing very rapidly. With the combination of relevant AmI methods, mobile computing and
sensing technologies in our daily living, it is possible to tackle this challenging problem of determining
the individual’s actual progress and response to the
involved learning materials, possibly delivered anytime and anywhere on mobile devices through nextgeneration e-learning systems.
In [16] Cantoni et al. give a precise overview of
future e-learning systems, from both the technologyand user-centred perspectives. In particular, the visual component of the e-learning experience is emphasized as a significant feature for effective content
development and delivery. Besides, the adoption of
new interaction paradigms based on advanced multidimensional interfaces (including 1D/2D/3D/nD interaction metaphors) and perceptive interfaces (which are
capable of acquiring explicit and implicit information
about learners and their environment to allow the elearning systems to “see”, “hear”, etc.) is presented as
a promising direction towards more natural and effective learning experiences.
Most conventional e-learning systems utilize user
feedback based on questionnaires to collect the relevant information, thus likely resulting in incomplete
answers or misleading input. In [4] Asteriadis et al.
present a specific facial recognition method for the
analysis of learners’ responses to compile feedback
related to the behavioural states of the learners (e.g.,
their levels of interest) in the context of reading an
electronic document. This is achieved by using a nonintrusive scheme through employing a simple webcam
installed on a desktop or laptop computer to detect
and track the head, eye and hand movements [16], and
provides an estimation of the level of interest and engagement for each individual learner using a neurofuzzy network [42] as an example of the AmI methods. Experiments reveal that the proposed e-learning
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system can effectively detect reading- and attentionrelated user states in a testing environment to monitor
children’s reading performance.
Also, [66] explores the possible uses of intelligent
image-processing techniques such as statistical learning approaches or machine-learning methods [14] with
feature extraction and filtering mechanisms to analyse
the learners’ responses to educational videos or other
online materials. The analysis is based on snapshots of
the learners’ facial expressions captured on the webcams of mobile devices such as tablet and laptop PCs.
The captured images of the learners’ facial expressions
and eye movements can be continuously and quickly
analysed by the heuristic-based image-processing algorithm running on the mobile devices or desktop
computers for classifying the responses of the learners as “attentive,” “distracted,” “dozing off” or “sleeping.” Fig. 7 shows the screenshots of an AmI-assisted
e-learning system assessing the learners’ real-time responses on a tablet PC. The e-learning system uses
the pupil detection of the learner to determine whether
she is “attentive” (in the left-hand photograph) or being “distracted” (in the right-hand photograph) while
viewing an educational video on a tablet PC. The captured images can also be sent to any cloud server for
further analyses. Furthermore, the AmI-assisted image
analyser running on the mobile devices can help to protect the learner’s eyesight by displaying an alert message when his/her eyes come too close to the webcam. Overall, this will help to create an AmI-assisted,
customizable and effective e-learning environment for
developing next-generation personalized and mobile
learning systems.
Besides facial analytics (FA), there are many AmIassisted or intelligent tutoring systems [66] that employ AmI methods, including classification algorithms

Fig. 7. Screenshots of an AmI-assisted e-learning system to assess
the learner’s responses as attentive (left) and distracted (right) on a
tablet PC (from [67]).
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in machine learning or other statistical approaches
to adapt the difficulty levels of the online materials
and quizzes to each individual or group of learners
based on the domain knowledge and/or the learner’s
progress. An example is a semi-supervised learning
approach [66] in which a concept-based classifier is
co-trained with an explicit semantic analysis classifier
to derive a common set of prerequisite rules based on
a diverse set of online educational resources as the domain knowledge for intelligent tutoring systems. On
the other hand, there are various research studies trying
to apply one or several classifiers to analyse students’
performance in different courses for adaptive learning.
In [48], a naïve Bayesian classifier is used to carefully
examine students’ examination results on an open education platform.
Furthermore, there is some research work to integrate AmI approaches for collaborative learning activities. An example is the AmI-based multi-agent
framework [30] that allows the development of learning applications based on the pedagogical Computer
Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) approach
and the AmI paradigm. The resulting framework combines different context-aware technologies such that
the designed, developed and deployed application is
dynamic, adaptive and easy-to-use by both course instructors and learners.
9. Ambient intelligence for smart cities
Kevin Aston, cofounder and executive director of
the Auto-ID Center at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), first mentioned, in a presentation
in 1999, the Internet of Things (IoT) to describe the
network connecting objects in the physical world to
the Internet. Since then, the rapid development of
smart sensors like accelerometers, humidity or pressure sensors, and also high-speed wireless networks
such as Wi-Fi or Zigbee have worked hand in hand
with numerous AmI methods, including fuzzy-logicbased classifiers or machine-learning algorithms, to
support many innovative smart-city applications. According to [69], there are many highly ranked and significant areas of smart-city applications involving various sensors and/or AmI methods, such as those below:
• Smart Parking – monitoring the availability of
parking spaces in the city;
• Structural Health – monitoring the vibrations and
material conditions in buildings, bridges and historical monuments;

• Noise Urban Maps – monitoring the noises in bar
areas and central zones in real time;
• Smartphone Detection – detecting an iPhone or
Android phone or, in general, any mobile device
that works with a Bluetooth or Wi-Fi interface;
• Electromagnetic Field Levels – measuring the energy radiated by cell stations and Wi-Fi routers;
• Traffic Congestion – monitoring vehicles and
pedestrian levels to optimize driving and walking
routes;
• Smart Lighting – Intelligent and weather-adaptive
lighting in street lights;
• Waste Management – detecting rubbish levels in
containers to optimize rubbish-collection routes;
• Smart Roads – Intelligent highways with warning messages and diversions according to climate
conditions and unexpected events like accidents
or traffic jams.
In addition, there are other aspects of smart-city applications, such as smart water involving portable water monitoring, the detection of water leakages along
pipes or monitoring water-level variations in rivers,
dams and reservoirs. Other examples of smart-city applications include smart metering that involves energyconsumption monitoring and management in smart
grids or the measurement of water flow or pressure
in water-transportation systems. In all these smart-city
applications, fuzzy-logic-based classifiers, machinelearning or statistical approaches can be applied to
learn the ‘regular’ patterns of changes in the flow
rate, pressure, usage or another measured parameter,
obtained from the smart sensors installed in the underlying application during the training phase. This
may help to quickly identify any irregular pattern(s) of
changes or movements occurring in the testing or deployment environment, possibly due to various causes
such as disasters, faulty sensors, leakage, improper
system operations, or the unexpected side effects of reactive processes, among others. In any case, this will
help to alert the system administrator about any recovery procedure or pro-active maintenance to avoid any
possible damage, risk or shutdown of the overall system.
For instance, deep-learning approaches [34] such as
the multi-layer perceptron (MLP) neural network or
the long-short-term memory (LSTM) model of the recurrent neural networks [1] are applied for the task of
energy forecasting in some real-world applications involving smart meters installed in different smart buildings in a city of South East Asia. In addition, energy
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Fig. 8. Plots of the actual versus predicted hourly energy consumption for a specific floor of a smart-building application using a
deep-learning network (from [1]).

data sets obtained from the Global Energy Forecasting Competition [68] or other online sources are used
to compare the performance of the involved AmI approaches for energy prediction. The resulting energyprediction models can also be used to facilitate the concerned organizations in formulating effective energysaving strategies to achieve a better energy efficiency
for the whole building or enterprise. Figure 8 shows
plots of the actual hourly energy consumption (highlighted in blue) versus the predicted hourly energy
consumption (highlighted in orange/green) for a specific floor of a smart-building application using a deeplearning network from October of 2016 to May of
2017, in which the deep-learning network can achieve
an averaged prediction accuracy of 71.7%.

10. Discussion and summary
The progress of ICT and the information society
has been exponential for the past 50 years and will
continue at approximately the same pace for several decades to come if the ingenuity of researchers
and designers manages to find new solutions to bypass the physical limitations of semiconductor technology.
The progress of AI, in general, and superintelligence, in particular, is even brighter. Even on only reasonably better hardware, new solutions will be created due to more advanced software algorithms and
systems. Each year several killer AI applications appear, ones that most researchers doubted would be
possible in the near future. The progress just amazes
us.
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The success of AmI relies heavily on the progress of
the information society, ICT and AI. We humans are
satisfied if the advanced technologies take care of us
and do not want our attention or even additional activities besides giving occasional guidelines and orders.
We like the invisible computer with the advanced AI
hidden in the environment. Some devices like Google
home are still present, but the hardware is just the microphone. What matters is the system connected, embedded and with all the other properties of AmI systems.
AmI is sharing its fate and fame with the field of
AI – and the trend towards systems bypassing human
capabilities is already here. These systems take care of
our needs and desires, enable a better, safer, more comfortable life with a smaller environmental burden. Like
superintelligence, super-ambient-intelligence (SAmI)
is destined to develop as contemporary of superintelligence or even as the first pioneer, harvesting its physical attachment to the real world and constant interactions with humans.
However, the progress will likely not be straightforward as several challenges indicate in terms of design contexts and societal changes [64]. In addition,
the AmI term problem is related to the distribution of
the field, in particular the near-synonyms “pervasive
computing” and “ubiquitous computing”. These terms
are currently prevailing at least in the sense of conference attendees. At the same time, the concept, methods
and approaches are the same.
Among most relevant AmI areas are the ones described in this paper: semantic web and agents, ambient assisted living, electronic and mobile healthcare, taking care for elderly, medical applications, elearning, smart home and smart cities. The last two
fields are related to IoT papers in this anniversary issue
[20,33], while medical issues in this paper are complementing the e-medicine related anniversary paper [55].
The JAISE journal is the leading AmI publication
integrating the AmI society around esteemed scientists
like Aghajan and Augusto. Its tenth year is therefore
of particular importance for this promising area of research and applications.
Hopefully, this special issue on AmI will provoke discussions and awareness, from AmI experts
to the general public, and from media to government
decision-makers, helping them to understand that the
times are changing rapidly, and that new approaches
and methods are coming faster than expected, even by
the experts.
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